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GREETINGS
“Solidarity is based on the principle that we are
willing to put ourselves at risk to protect each
other.” (Starhawk)
Bula Vinaka and warm greetings to all
members of FTU as we brace ourselves for
the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic!
We had so much planned at the branch
and national level. However, the pandemic
derailed Fiji and the world, jolting all to the
core.
The sad part is that the poor and the
marginalized are suffering the most as a
result of job losses through terminations
or redundancies, reduced income due
to reduced hours and reduced wages,
unemployment, increase in poverty and job
insecurity.
FTU had to postpone a number of important
activities including the Annual Conference
and AGM. However, we are adamant that
we will continue with our Union activities
once the impact of the pandemic ceases.
We are hoping for the best as we face these
trying times.
Brothers and Sisters in Union, FTU wishes
you a productive and prosperous 2020
academic year. On the same note, we
thank you for your unreserved support and
assistance in 2019 and the period up to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the pandemic, FTU continued to
dialogue with MEHA to address industrial
relations issues and we, at this juncture,
assure members that we will keep the
Union flag flying high.
FTU will, therefore, need the unwavering
support from its members, as support

determines the success of Union activities.
Hence, we look forward to your participation
in all Union and Branch activities from
hereon.
SCHOOL TERMS 2020
● Term 2 – 29/05/2020 – 18/09/2020
● Term 3 – 28/09/2020 – 18/12/2020
Members must take note that schools will
re-open on January 18, 2021.
90th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
This year’s Annual Conference would have
been hosted by Labasa Branch. Labasa had
last hosted the Annual Conference in 2014
and the Friendly North was beaming with
excitement to host the next. However, this
excitement was cut-short by the COVID-19
pandemic as schools were closed from
March 20 and re-opened on June 29.
The National Executive has proposed that
we hold a one-day programme in Suva at
the FTU Headquarters on September 23.
However, this will eventuate if the social
gathering restriction is lifted in good time.
Failing this, we will request the Registrar
of Trade Unions to allow the National
Executive to make some urgent decisions
and implement the same to be endorsed by
the 2021 AGM.
BRANCH AGMs
All Branches, except Suva, Nadroga and
Tailevu, concluded their Branch AGMs
in the month of March. Nadroga and
Suva Branches had sent in their Branch
Nominations to the Fijian Elections
Office but were affected by the COVID-19
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pandemic while Tailevu Branch could
neither send in their Branch Nominations
nor convene the Branch AGM and will
continue to be served by the Secretariat. NE
endorsed that Nadroga and Suva Branch
Executives continue with the Branch
activities.
BRANCH VISITS/ CLUSTER MEETINGS
The General Secretary will be visiting
schools and he will address cluster
meetings in Term Two to enlighten
members on current issues, as well as,
maintain connectivity. School Reps and
Branch Executives need to work handin-hand to ensure that these cluster
meetings are a success in terms of
attendance of members.
YEAR PLANNER
The FTU Year Planner was sent to the
Branches to be distributed to all the FTU
members.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEETING
The National Executive Meeting took
place on Saturday July 18, 2020 at the FTU
HQ. Industrial Relations issues, Union
Services, Branch Reports and the Financial
Report were discussed at length. Branch
Chairpersons were invited to the NE
Meeting as well for connectivity and for
greater information dissemination.
UNION HISTORY BOOK
Members will take note that the former
FTU President Mr. Krishna Datt was given
the task of compiling the Union history
book. Mr. Datt has done extensive research
and has compiled a piece which will be
worth reading. Mr. Datt is working on
nine chapters averaging approximately 45
pages per chapter. Mr. Datt has given his
assurance that the history book will be
ready by the 2021 AGM.
ASSISTANCE TO COVID-19 AFFECTED
FAMILIES
The latest survey reveals that about 115,000
workers lost their jobs and the number is
expected to increase as days unfold. We
are grateful to those individuals, corporate
organisations, NGOs and religious bodies
who assisted the needy and desperate.
Members will recall that aftermath of
STC Winston, FTU formulated the School
Rehabilitation Fund (SRF). Hence, FTU has

set aside $35,000 for SRF and will assist
the most affected schools particularly
in the Western side. Branches have
agreed to contribute 20% of their 2020
Branch rebate towards SRF. The General
Secretary presented the cheques to the
Heads of schools along the Coral Coast to
assist children whose families have been
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic.
BRANCH TRANSFER
Members who have changed Districts
or Branches must notify the Secretariat
immediately by filling the Branch Transfer
Form so that the membership records could
be updated.
SCHOOL REP & SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
LIST
We humbly request School Reps to please
forward the school membership list to FTU
HQ at your earliest. This will enable the
HQ to have accurate information on the
number of members in every school so that
the right number of Union literature could
be sent. The Union Admin System has
been upgraded and members are urged
to update their personal information,
email address, telephone number, marital
status (including dependents) and school
address at their earliest.
PUBLICITY OFFICER
The Publicity Officer Bro Manhar Kumar
has resigned as he moved to NZ for
greener pastures. FTU takes this time
to congratulate Bro Manhar Kumar and
also thanks him for his dedication and
commitment in serving FTU at both Branch
and National levels. We wish him all the
best in his future endeavours.
The last NE meeting held on July 18, 2020
endorsed Bro. Brij Singh, who was an
Executive Committee Member, to act in
that position until the next election. Bro.
Pranesh Kumar, who was the Branch
Rep for Nasinu Branch, will replace Bro.
Brij Singh as the Executive Committee
Member. Bros. Brij Singh and Pranesh
Kumar have made enormous contribution
to FTU through their Branches.
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
All FTU members are once again reminded
to refrain from using facebook during
official hours. Please do not post comments
on issues related to the Ministry or to the
Government as you could face disciplinary
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consequences. Please read the Use of Social
Media Policy and familiarise yourselves with
the contents in the said policy. While we are
concerned that this limits an individual’s
freedom of expression, the rule in place has
to be abided by.
MABS & MEDICAL INSURANCE
REMINDERS
1.For Medical Insurance, the FTU office
must be notified if there is a change in
status (marriage) and children’s name
added if there is any addition in the
family.
2.Referral letter must be obtained from
FTU doctor for any test or specialist
treatment through MABS.
3.MABS claim must be made within a
month.
4.Medical reports must be provided by
all new applicants who have been in
the teaching service for more than 12
months.
5.If the spouse is a teacher, then both
have to be members to get Insurance
and MABS benefits. If not, only the
member and children will receive the
benefits.
6.Under FTU Medical Insurance Cover,
all post-surgery reviews are to be done
at the nearest Public Hospital. Any
cost incurred at the Public Hospital
will be reimbursed.
7.
Members must check with MEHA

to see that their Union and Medical
deductions continue when contracts
are renewed.
8.
Death benefit for non-member

spouse and child has now been
increased from $500.00 to $1000.00.
However, still born child or death at
birth would remain $300.00
FTU- CTCL
FTU-CTCL is the business arm of FTU and
it has been doing well. Members are urged
to read the FTU-CTCL Newsletter and
familiarise themselves with rules regarding
loan application. Members are also urged to
notify the FTU-CTCL office of any change in
postal address.
MEMBERSHIP- ECE TEACHERS
ECE teachers are welcome to join the Union
as per the Rules.
2020-21 NATIONAL BUDGET

The Union notes that while there is no pay
cut for teachers in the 2020-21 Budget,

there has been substantial reduction
in the allocation for the Education
Ministry in the past two years. The Union
is equally disappointed that the Free
Education Grant for ECE, primary and
secondary schools has been reduced.
The ECE budget has also been reduced.
The much-boasted about back pay to
graduates would not eventuate as there
is no provision in the 2020-21 Budget. The
Union has further learned that graduate
salary remains at $22,528.74 and not the
correct scale of $26,283.00 as per the Job
Evaluation Exercise. Schools have been
asked to hold onto capital works as there
is no provision in the Budget for capital
work. There is no allocation for the
pending merit payment for 2018-19 as
well as 2019-2020.
EXECUTIVE TEACHER POSITION
Members would recall that the Executive
Teacher positions were reduced by 50%
in 2010 and then totally removed in
2018 despite earlier assurances of full
restoration. The Union continues to pursue
this matter.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The General Secretary met with the Acting
Permanent Secretary- MEHA and the
following matters were discussed:
1. Diploma in Tertiary Teaching
The former PS and the Head of HR
had decided to de-recognise Diploma
in Tertiary Teaching qualification. The
teachers concerned were directed to
complete PGCE from USP within two
years or face relegation to ‘unqualified
classification’. Their contracts were
also limited to two years. Upon Union
intervention, the Acting PS reversed
the decision and the affected teachers
have been given a five year contract.
2. Post Processing
The Acting Permanent Secretary
advised the Union that the post of
School Heads would be processed in
Term Two and the sequence would be
Large, Medium and Small, to consider
those who miss out on the higher
levels for the lower levels. Members
must note that the Matrix was
changed after FTU’s intervention.
3. School Grading
The Union submitted that it was
clearly stipulated in the JEE Report
that schools would be classified in
Continued on page 7
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FTU IN-HOUSE MEDICAL INSURANCE
SCHEME
Members will note that the FTU In-house
Medical Insurance Scheme became part of
FTU in 2011 at the AGM in Rewa. Members
will also note that every year FTU has
added benefits to the Medical Scheme. The
Scheme is incurring substantial expenses
because, locally and internationally,
medical costs have increased. Cardiac
treatment, for instance, which cost around
$21,000.00 in 2011 costs around $35,000.00
in the present time. Therefore, there is a
need to increase insurance subscriptions in
order to ensure that the Medical Scheme is
sustainable in years to come.
Please find below the comparison of the cost
analysis factor that will help explain the
purpose for the increase in subscriptions
for the Medical Scheme. Please note that
the FTU Medical Scheme has been benchmarked against the Medical Premium
Cost of other medical insurance providers.
Three major medical programmes and an
individual medical product with local and
overseas evacuation (evacuation to India)
have been compared with the current FTU
member’s premium cost.

required.
● Once the office receives the medical
report, it is forwarded to the Insurance
Brokers for assessment.
• Please note that in case of a member
opting for treatment in New Zealand
or Australia or any other member
preferred medical facility, the member
will be reimbursed upon submitting
invoices and respective receipts, but
limited to the exact amount it would
have cost at the Self-Funding preferred
provider at the Indian Medical Facility
●
The limit is $20,000.00. Travel and
accommodation are excluded.
ADDED BENEFITS SINCE 2011
PERIOD
2011/2012

Initial Coverage. Local Limit
$10,000
Overseas
$250,000.
Age
Limit 65 years. Premium
applicable Single - $13.46 /
fortnight
Family - $17.31 / fortnight

2012/2013

Coverage extended to cover
those patients on waiting
lists @ Public hospital to be
treated at Private Medical
Facility up to a limit of $3,500
or 50% of the total cost per
treatment whichever was
lesser. Advanced coverage
also included for gall stones
and kidney stone removal at
private medical facility.
No increase in premium.

2013/2014

Local limit increased from
$10,000 to $15,000. Private
ward limit of $500 was
removed. $100 per person
was included to be paid
for overseas evacuation,
where the patient and
accompanying person are in
transit for more than 3 hours.
No increase in premium.

2014/2015

Wait listed cover limit
increased to $4,500 + 50% of
the balance incurred cost.
No increase in premium.

2015/2016

Wait listed cover limit
increased to $5,500 + 50% of
the balance incurred cost.
Age limit increased from 65
- 68 years.
No increase in premium.

We are hopeful that this was discussed in
all the Branch AGMs and members were
urged to contribute positively.
INFORMATION PERTAINING FTU INHOUSE MEDICAL INSURANCE SCHEME
Inception date- 7th July 2011 as per approval
at the AGM in Rewa
Cover as per 7th July 2011
1. Local treatment cover up to $10,000.00
2. 
Overseas treatment cover up to
$250,000.00 where treatment was
not available locally and the insured
members had to be evacuated
overseas.
Premium
1. Family Cover $17.31 fortnightly
2. Single Cover $13.46 fortnightly
The In-house Medical Insurance has
grown and so have the benefits but the
premium remained the same.
CLAIMS PROCEDURE
●
Medical Report to be submitted to
the office. The report should state
the medical condition and treatment
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2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

Wait listed cover limit
increased to $6,500 + 50% of
the balance incurred cost.
Local hospitalisation limit
increased from $15,000 to
$20,000.
No increase in premium.
Wait listed cover limit
increased to $7,500 + 50% of
the balance incurred cost.
Age limit increased from 68
- 70 years.
No increase in premium.
Wait listed cover limit increased to $8,500 + 50% of the
balance incurred cost. Local
hospitalisation
increased
from $20,000 to $25,000.
$100 accommodation
allowance to be paid in cases
where member decides to
stay with their family during the treatment overseas
including local hospitalisation. Coverage extended to
include dependent child’s
age limit more than 25years
provided he/she is fully dependent on his/her parents.
No increase in premium

FTU IN-HOUSE MEDICAL INSURANCE
SCHEME COVERAGE PLAN / STOP LOSS
REVIEW
Upon review of the performance of the FTU
In-house Medical Insurance Scheme since
its inception,the following has been noted:
1. Increase in medical claims.
2. Increase in medical costs.
3. Claims incurred (7 July 2019 to 7 July
2020) amounted to $1,705,977.47.

HEALTH CARE COST ON THE RISE
The cost of health care benefits continues
to increase, as seen through the past years,
with no end in sight.
Analysis of cardiac condition cost since
the inception of the FTU In-house Medical
Insurance Scheme:
Medical
condition cost

2011

2018

Cardiac

$21,169.00

$35,000.00

This is an increase of 65% since the
inception of the FTU In-house Medical
Insurance Scheme.
THRESHOLD
The fund caters for expenses up to the
THRESHOLD and the re- insurer meets all
cost exceeding the threshold, for instance,
in 2019 the total 12 months bill was
$1,136,386.16 and the reinsurer (Fiji Care
Limited) had to pay $286,386.16
Year

Stop Loss Threshold

20112018

$850,000.00

20192020

$1000,000.00 with 40 and 60
percentage of the loss to be shared
by FTU and Fiji Care Insurance
respectively

20202021

Threshold would be $1,200,000.00

PROPOSED CHANGE
As per increase in the medical costs since
2011 and the fact that the premium has not
been increased since 2011 and to meet the
ever-rising medical costs, the proposed new
premium as follows:
a. Family – Increase from $17.31 to $23.00
per fortnight
b. Single – Increase from $13.46 to $17.00
per fortnight
The above increase in premiums is factored
into the plan structure as demonstrated
including the PROPOSED change in the
Stop Loss Threshold limit.
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New Proposed Self-Funding Medical Coverage / Stop Loss Structure
Total Staff
Members

Fortnightly

Annual
Contribution

INSURED
Company A Fully Insured
Company B Fully Insured

Single

1,233

$17.00

$544,986.00

Family

2,272

$23.00

$1,358,656.00

Total

3,505

$1,903,642.00

Total Contribution

$1,903,642.00

Stop Loss Limit (expected
healthcare expenses)

1,300,000.00

Broker TP Admin Cost

82,008.00

Individual
Fully Insured
Fiji Teachers Union –
Current Self Funding /
Stop Loss Health Care Plan

FTU Administration Fee

42,000.00

Proposed Premium

Stop Loss Premium

250,000.00

Surplus Fund

$229,634.00

Company C Fully Insured

PREMIUM COST
(F$)
Single - 825.00
Family - 1,050.00
Single - 50.00
Family - 700.00
Single - 446.40
Family - 1,041.87
Single - 971.00
Family - 1,742.00
Single - 350.00
Family - 450.00
Single - 442.00
Family - 598.00

Members, food for thought !

BENCH MARKING MEDICAL PREMIUM
COST
Three major medical programmes and an
individual medical product with local and
overseas evacuation (evacuation to India)
– comparison with current FTU member’s
premium cost:

Branch Executives during the Southern Branch Divisional General Secretary FTU with FTUC Women's Wing Sis.
Workshop.
Sima Kumar and our reps to the FTUC Youth Wing
Biennial Congress.

General Secretary presenting lunch assistance cheque to school's affected by Covid-19 pandemic.
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Continued from page 3
three categories based on the number
of teachers. MEHA had subsequently
re-graded them on the basis of
student numbers. The Acting PS has
assured the Union that this would
be looked into. She added that an
exercise was in progress to ensure
that schools were adequately staffed.
4. MyAPA
Members are aware of the history
including the litany of lies and false
promises made by the Ministry of Civil
Service, as well as MEHA. The Union
had made a submission towards
the 2020-21 Budget requesting that
provision be made for teachers to be
paid MyAPA, for counselor positions
and for anomalies in graduate pay
to be corrected but to no avail. It is
indeed a joke that less than 2% of the
13,500 teachers have qualified for the
MyAPA increment. For the purpose
of denying the increment, responses
were divided into categories for
Heads and Assistant Teachers. The Fiji
Teachers Confederation issued a press
statement and a paid advertisement.
Legal advice is being sought on the
next course of action.
5. Graduate Salary
Members would recall that the Job
Evaluation Exercise placed qualified
graduates on $26,283.00 (Band F Step
3). However, in January 2018, the
Ministry unilaterally downgraded
this to $22,528.74 (Band F Step 1).
Hence, senior teachers who upgraded
their qualification after 2017 are on
$22,528.74 while those who were
second year teachers in 2017 are on
$26,283.00. Honourable Rosy Akbar
is on record for assuring teachers in
numerous gatherings in 2018 that
serving teachers would have their
salaries upgraded to the correct
Salary Band. It was not revealed by
the Ministry that the remuneration
policy had been revised on the quiet
on 12 February, 2018 to state that
graduate salary for all teachers
would remain $22,528.74. The
Union has submitted to the Ministry
on numerous occasions that the
graduate salary prior to JEE was
$23,411.00. Hence, in Fiji’s JEE history
this is the first time that salary has
been reduced post JEE.

6. MyAPA Successor
NE would recall that the Minister for
Economy in the 2019-2020 Budget had
announced that MyAPA was put on
hold to be amended to make it more
outcome-based. The Acting PS sent
FTU a draft of Interim Assessment in
April 2020. FTU stated that there was
an urgent need to change the format to
suit the education sector. In response
to our response, she stated that it
had been referred to the Ministry for
Civil Service. We were informed that
the HR section was working on the
draft successor assessment system to
the MyAPA to be implemented w.e.f.
in 2021. She further stated that they
would be meeting with the Unions to
discuss the draft.
7. Mr. Hem Chand’s Appointment
FTU congratulates the former Director
Primary Mr. Hem Chand on his
appointment as Head of HR- MEHA.
The Acting PS has assured the Union
that Mr. Chand would work with the
Union to resolve all HR matters.
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Teachers are reminded that MEHA has
zero tolerance on corporal punishment.
We advise our members not to use any
form of corporal punishment. The Union
has continued to resolve member’s
grievances with the Ministry. Where unfair
termination or non-renewal of contracts
had taken place, the disputes mechanism
had been activated. In cases of corporal
punishment members are requested to
note the following:
1. 
Where a member has confessed
in a written or verbal statement
that he/she has inflicted corporal
punishment, the Union will not be
able to represent.
2. Where police has charged a member
and the member successfully defends
and gets acquitted and re-instated,
the Union will reimburse the legal
cost up to $4000.00.
3. Where a member completely denies
the allegation and the Ministry
appointed panel investigates and
declares him/her guilty resulting in
termination, the Union will represent
the aggrieved member.
MEHA POLICIES
Members are urged to read and familiarize
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themselves with MEHA's Disciplinary
Guidelines and other policies related to
their job. These policies can be downloaded
from the Ministry’s website.
DISCIPLINARY GUIDELINE
The Union is pursuing several individual
members’
grievances
through
the
Employment Relations Tribunal and the
Employment Court. Members must note
that they are entitled to have their rep
present when they are interviewed by
the investigating panel. The Union has
submitted that all cases must be referred
to the Public Service Disciplinary Tribunal
(PSDT) for a fair hearing.
TEACHER SHORTAGE
The Union notes with disappointment
that a number of schools do not have the
required number of teachers. The Union
is equally disappointed that there are a
number of graduates who can fill up the
void but these graduates have yet to receive
a posting. The Union calls upon MEHA to
look into the issue of teacher shortage in
schools. The Union is disappointed that
the recruitment of new teachers was not
announced in the 2020-21 budget.
COUNSELLOR POSITIONS IN SCHOOLS

The Union has been calling upon the
Education Ministry to ensure that
all schools are staffed with qualified
counselors who can deal with students
with disruptive behavior. Teachers are
not qualified counselors and much to
our disappointment the 2020-21 Budget
does not address counselor positions
in schools. The Union will continue to
pursue this.
MEMBERS HEALTH
The Union is saddened to lose members
along the journey. The Union is equally
saddened to note that some members
are not taking good care of their health.
The Union advises all members to look
after their health, the type of food they
consume and members must ensure that
they have some time in the day to do some
physical activities. NCD’s are on the rise
and members must take precautionary
measures to avoid getting NCD's.
FTUC
Fiji Trades Union Congress has been raising

the issues faced by Trade Unions in Fiji at
every International Labour Organisation
meeting which is attended to by the
National Secretary Bro. Felix Anthony.
Promises made by the Fijian Government
to amend Labour Laws that deny/ limit
Trade Union Rights have not been fulfilled.
The campaign is going on despite the
challenges.
FTUC BIENNIAL CONGRESS

The Fiji Trades Union Congress Biennial
Congress will take place on Saturday
August 29, 2020 at the Holiday Inn. The
FTUC Youth Wing met on Saturday August
15 while the Women’s Wing would meet
on Saturday August 22, 2020.
SOUTHERN BRANCH DIVISIONAL
WORKSHOP
Executives of the Southern Branches had
a workshop at the FTU Headquarters on
Saturday 29 February from 9am to 1pm.
The issues discussed include Industrial
Relations, Union services and benefits,
Roles of Branch Executives and FTU-CTCL
literature. The Western and Northern
Branch Executives will also have their
workshops in the coming months.
SUCCESS STORIES

The Union continues to address individual
and collective grievances through the
Employment Court and the Labour Court.
The recent successes include:
•   
Member A - Termination case.
Member
was
reinstated
with
full benefits and paid arrears of
$31,000.00
•   
Member B - Termination case.
Member was reinstated on full salary.
Payment of arrears is being pursued.
•   
Member C - Termination case.
Solicitor General’s Office sought out
of court settlement. Member was
paid $30,000.00 plus $20,00.00 legal
cost.
•   
Member D - Tertiary Institutionnon-renewal of contract. Employer
sought out of court settlement paid
$35,000.00 plus $20,00.00 legal cost.
•   
The Solicitor General’s office had
challenged the jurisdiction of the
Employment Court to hear individual
grievances submitted by the Union.
The Court of Appeal ruled in the
Union’s favour. All cases are now
being heard by the E.R.C. S.G’s office
was also ordered to pay legal cost.
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